Made in Los Angeles

Rapid support
- Industry-leading delivery with superior quality
- 24 hours a day, 7 days a week emergency service
- Solutions for minimized downtime
- Same-day product turnaround
- Local customer pickup available

Proven expertise
- Local engineering expertise for panelboards, switchboards, motor control centers, enclosed control and enclosed breakers
- Application engineering and design support
- Local training center
- On-board customer approvals and inspections
- Solutions for retrofit and renovation

Customized solutions
- Standard and custom manufacturing capabilities to meet specific project needs
- Customized configurations and dimensions
- Customized transition to existing equipment
- Customized integration of components
- Customized control schemes

EATON
Powering Business Worldwide
Industry-leading power management solutions in your backyard

Power distribution
- Panelboards through 1200 A
- Switchboards through 6000 A
- Drawout MCCB panelboards and switchboards
- Integrated Facility Systems™ (IFS™)
- Generator quick-connect switchboards
- ATS switchboards
- Enclosed breakers
- Solar power switchboards
- Solar visible disconnects
- N3R stainless steel switchboards
- 1000 Vdc combiner switchboards
- Telecommunication panelboards
- Low profile switchboards
- Submetering switchboards
- UL® 891 four-high power circuit breaker offering

Local presence
Eaton is the only electrical manufacturer with regionally located satellites across the United States and Canada to cater to your individual needs—with extensive experience and knowledge of local markets served.

Located in Fontana, CA, the Los Angeles satellite is more than 50,000 sq. ft., employs more than 29 people and has been manufacturing electrical products for the region since 1989. Today, it is a vital facility within Eaton’s nationwide satellite network.

Global perspective
Eaton is a global power management leader with expertise in power distribution and circuit protection, backup power protection, control and automation, lighting and security, structural solutions and wiring devices, solutions for harsh and hazardous environments and engineering services.

With more than 95,000 employees globally, Eaton sells to customers in more than 175 countries each and every day. Eaton is positioned through its global solutions to answer today’s most critical electrical power management challenges.

We look forward to seeing you at our local satellite in Los Angeles.
Eaton Los Angeles P&S Satellite
13201 Dahlia Street, Suite 300
Fontana, CA 92337

Schedule a tour today. Call 909.428.8900 or visit Eaton.com/satellites